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(noun)
an idea that

effects a
SIGNIFICANT SHIFT

in the current
manner of doing

or thinking
about

something.

game
changer:



Triathlon 

We do things differently at Coeur.

We identify problems women have with their clothes and fix them: chafing, 
riding up, pinching.

But that’s not all.  Then we make them super-cute with relevant and hot designs.

The game changing feature in our tri kits is our seam-free chamois. Yup, it really is seamless. 
We took all the seams out of crotch of our triathlon short. That means no raised areas 
on each pedal stroke that cause chafing and saddle sores. Patent pending. 

Hence our hashtag: #noangrykitty. 

Other differentiators include using actual compression fabric in our shelf
bra that keeps the girls in place without additional garments. We flare
the hems of our tanks so they allow for a women’s hips and eliminates 
any riding up. The leg holes of our shorts are wider than other brands 
to eliminate pinching and unflattering, performance 
compromising restriction.



Hem
- Longer
- Flared
- Doesn’t ride up

Gripper
- Super soft silicone in our logo
  ensure shorts stay put without pinching
- Wider leg holes prevent the dreaded “sausage” effect

Seams
- True Flatlock seams 
  minimize bulk &chafing

Cutting Edge Fabric
- Compressive
- Breathable
- UV-block
- Buttery soft
- Quick Wick

Revolutionary
Seam-Free Chamois
- No seams between you &
  your saddle = no friction
- Prevents “chub-rub” on the
   run
- #noangrykitty

Store More with Five Rear Pockets
- 2 large ones on the tank
- 3 small ones on the short
- organize by size and never dig for items again

Supportive Shelf Bra
- Made of compression fabric to keep the girls in place
- Lined in black for modesty; no more peek-a-boos

Action Mesh Rear Panel
- Allows for maximum core cooling
- UV-bock
- Quick Wick

Smooth Binding
- Our seams and biases are always bound
where it won’t cause friction or chafing while
you are in action. No painful showers after using.

Our Tri Kits - Inside & Out

Yoga Waistband



Triathlon Tanks

Island
Vibe

2017
Courage

Tropical
Punch Ginko Little

Black

- also available without shelf bra - sizes XS-2XL



Triathlon Shorts - feautring our seamless chamois
5”

8”
kitty approved
#noangrykitty

Island
Vibe

2017
Courage

Little Black Tropical
Punch Ginkofeaturing ColdBlack

technology

- sizes XS-2XL



Triathlon Speed Top

Black & White 2017 Courage

One Piece Tri Suit
- sizes XS-2XL

- sizes XS-2XL



maximize your aerodynamics

Triathlon 



Triathlon - The Zele Collection

At Coeur, we are women obsessed with speed and performance. We decided it was time a 
women’s line was devoted to maximizing aerodynamics.

The Zele Collection by Coeur is forward thinking in its use of aerodynamic, dimpled fabrics,
hidden zippers, smooth seams and Cold Black technology - all designed to increase speed
and comfort. 

We velodrome tested each Zele garment in Los Angeles with ERO Sports using the 
Air Athletics Track Aero System and proved the gear is indeed lightening fast.

Add  hot, sleek designs and you have

the style of speed



Aero Tri Top

Aero Tri Short - 5”

Pink Chevrons

White Stripes

featuring ColdBlack technology

featuring ColdBlack technology

- sizes XS-2XL

- sizes XS-2XL



Cycling



Hem
- Longer
- Flared
- Doesn’t ride up

Gripper
- The lightest of gripper from Italy ensure hem stays in place
- Wider leg holes prevent the dreaded “sausage” effect

Seams
- True Flatlock seams minimize bulk &chafing

Cutting Edge Fabric
- Compressive
- Breathable
- UV-block
- Buttery soft
- Quick Wick

Women’s Chamois
- Italian
- Multi-hour ride ready
-Women’s specific
- #noangrykitty

Store More with Three Large Rear Pockets
- Big enough for water bottles and jackets

Longer Sleeves
- No gaps between arm warmers
- More coverage = more aerodynamic 

Smooth Binding
- Our seams and biases are always bound
where it won’t cause friction or chafing while
you are in action. No painful showers after using.

Our Cycling Kits - Inside & Out

Yoga Waistband

Locking Tear-Away Zipper
- Flip zipper up to unlock it and pull open with one hand
- Flip zipper down to lock in place



Cycling Jerseys - mid-weight 

Island
Vibe

2017
Courage

Tropical
Punch

Blue
Steel

- sizes XS-2XL



Cycling Shorts & Bibs

Island
Vibe

2017
Courage

Tropical
Punch

Blue
Steel

- sizes XS-2XL



Cycling Jerseys - lightweight 

All Lined Up Grafitti Tangerine Dream

- sizes XS-2XL



Long Sleeve Jerseys - warm brushed poly-blend

Purple Arrow Smoocharoo

Bib Shorts

- sizes XS-2XL

- sizes XS-2XL



maximize your aerodynamics

Cycling



Speed Jersey

Side Zip Bib

White
Stripes

Pink
Chevrons

- for easy, seamless bathroom breaks. 

featuring ColdBlack technology - sizes XS-2XL

- sizes XS-2XL



Run



Run Shorts

Island
Vibe

2017
Courage

Tropical
Punch Ginko

- 3” inseam with two hidden pockets in the rear of the bikini liner.



Sports Bras

Island
Vibe

2017
Courage

Tropical
Punch

Ginko Little
Black

- hidden pocket in the cleavage. Store your ID, iPod, ice, whatever.
- sizes XS-L



Bikinis

Tropical
Punch

Ginko

- sizes XS-L



Accessories



Our compression capris and full-length tights make compression cute as well
as functional. Made of heavy gauge micropoly compression fabric, these

pieces have a hidden pocket to carry your items whether training or recovering.
Sizes XS-XL.

Compression

Black Capri Pink Capri Black Full-Length Tight



pinkwhite black

Visors

Arm Warmers
super-warm brushed poly with thumbholes

- sizes XS/SM - MD/LG



Premium quality compression socks help your 
performance and recovery! 

With a compression rating of approx 21-25mmgh,
these socks will enable you to have maximum comfort

whether you are training, racing or recovering from 
your efforts. Built using moisture management yarns, 

these socks are a great addition to your recovery 
protocol and travel arsenal for feeling refreshed 
after a hard day of exercise or travel. One size.

Socks
7” Cycling & Run

Compression

pink
black

black

bike love hi-viz orange white arrow



Graphic Tees

bike love peloton i heart bikes

heart &
courage

running makes
me happy



We would love to partner with your shop!
We are easy to work with &

value our relationships. 
If you bring Coeur into your shop &

a style or design 
doesn’t seem to be working, 

we’ll swap it out for you.
 

For all retail inquiries, please contact
Kristin Brown at: 

kristin@coeursports.com. 
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